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1 Before starting

Welcome to the third practical exercise of the School on High-Performance Multilayer Molecular
Dynamics Approaches in Madrid! In this computational exercise you will cover the �rst steps to
run a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. In particular, we are going to use AMBER, which is not
only a set of force �elds but also a package of programs. This practical session is organized in three
parts:

• PART 1: Parametrization of the nucleobase thymine for MD simulations.

• PART 2: MD simulation in explicit aqueous solution of the nucleobase thymine by means of
force �eld Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations.

• PART 3: MD simulation of a a double stranded DNA in a box of water molecules.

For each of the parts, you will �nd ’green boxes’ for the tasks to be carried out in the computer.

Too many strange terms?? Do not panic. The exercise has been automatized in many of the
steps, so you can get to the end. In total, the three parts are thought to take no more than 120 min.
All the important information needed to successfully complete the exercises are contained in this
script. But of course, do not hesitate to ask in any case!

As outcome of this session, you will be able to:

• Get the basics for running MD simulations: system preparation, work�ow and production.
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• Familiarize yourself with the analysis of MD simulations using the program cpptraj and the
viewer PyMOL.

• Check the e�ects of the environment on the nuclei dynamics.

2 Be prepared: Requirements and files

2.1 Data

All the data, scripts and �les required for this practical session can be found in the website of the
workshop (�le MD.tar.zip). Follow the �rst task to get the data into your working station.

Task 1: Getting the data

1. Download this script from the website together with the zipped folder with the data
for today.

2. Open a terminal.

3. Copy the downloaded folder into your working directory:

cp -r ./Downloads/MD.tar.bz2 . (note: do not forget the last point!!)

4. Extract the folder:

tar xfvjS MD.tar.bz2

5. Enter into the directory corresponding the �rst part:

cd MD/Part1

6. You can list see now the content of the folder by typing ls:

1 > camd@ccc ~> bla bla bla

Did you complete TASK 1? If not, before moving forward, ask for assistance.

2.2 Programs

In this session we are going to use the following programs:

• AmberTools19 (current available version: AmberTools22). It contains all the programs
required to setup, run and analyze the MD simulations: antechamber, sander and cpptraj.

• The software environment for statistical computing and graphics R.

• The molecular viewer PyMOL.

All this programs are installed in your computer at the PC pool and in the cluster of the UAM:

1 > module load pymol/2.4.0
2 > module load amber-tools/19
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Figure 1: GUIs of PyMOL

They should work softly. If you are connected remotely from your place, you can install these
three programs in your computer by following the links shown before. In the following taks you
will be told how to run them.

2.3 Hands on the molecular viewer PyMOL

We have included in the following lines a quick description of the program since we will use it to
visualize our trajectories. So, it is worthy to take a quick look to the program before jumping into
the taks.

• The graphical interface of PyMOL consists of two main windows: the commands window
or external GUI (1) and the viewer window (2) with an internal GUI on the right (Figure 1).
In both of them, there is an entry to type code (PyMOL >). You can use both.

COMMANDS WINDOW, EXTERNAL GUI (1)

• In the upper window (1) there are the general commands in PyMOL: File, Edit, Movie, Setting,
Scene, Mouse, Wizard and Plugin.

• Wizard: we are going to use extensively this module in this session. With the option
Measurement we can monitor, for example, distances between atoms (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Detail of the Wizard menu

VIEWER AND INTERNAL GUI (2)

• In the viewer, on the right, there is space for the objects (i.e. a coordinates �le like a PDB)
that can be loaded into PyMOL. On the bottom there are the mouse control legend and the
selection tools (sequence, forwards, backward, ...). Clicking on 3-Button Viewing on the mouse
control legend, you can change to the Editing mode. In this session, we are going to work
mainly in the 3-Button Viewing mode.

• For each of these objects, there are �ve actions that appear as buttons:

• A, ACTION. With A you can zoom in/out, center an object, remove/add hydrogens to one
object, remove water molecules, delete objects/selections/all. I �nd interesting the command
preset. With it you can visualize at once with a nice layout a PDB �le (i.e. A > preset > pretty)
after loading it.

• S, SHOW. This option controls the representation type of the molecule: lines, sticks, cartoon,
ribbon, surface, ... In addition, the label of some selection of atoms can be shown (i.e.
atom name, residue name, atomic number, ...). It is very useful that for proteins PyMOL
di�erentiates between backbone and side chains. This allows a high versatility for drawing
macromolecules.

• H, HIDE. This is the opposite to S.

• L, LABEL. This is the way to label by groups of atoms: residues, chains, segments, atoms, ...
Other properties are also contained in label.

• C, COLOR. Finally, you can color the objects with di�erent combinations taking into account
the atom type.
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Task 2: Playing with PyMOL

1. Within the directory MD/Part1, type in the terminal:

1 > pymol

2. Once yoy see the two windows of PyMOL, type in one of the command lines (1 or 2
in Figure 2):

1 > load ./00_Structures/DNA.pdb

3. Then, play around:

Hide everything.

Show the DNA in cartoons.

Color each of the chains of the DNA in a di�erent colors.

Select residue DT3 number 12 in one of the two DNA strains. Zoom in and show
in spheres. Tip: use the SEQUENCE scrollbar after clicking on S on the selection tools
(internal GUI, on the bottom).

3 Ge�ing into action: general approach

WHAT? Our system of study is thymine (Thy). This nucleobase is bound through its nitrogen N1
to the anomeric carbon C1’ in deoxythymidine (dT) when incorporated into the DNA.
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WHERE? Two environments will be investigated:

• Thy in a box of OPC water molecules (system A).

• Thy as part of dT in a 12-mer poly(dAT) in a box of OPC water molecules (system B).

HOW? The general steps for running any MD simulation with Amber are the following:

1. Getting the 3D coordinates of the system. Although it sounds a simple step, the access
to 3D coordinates of the chemical system of interest is not always trivial. As example, a vast
number of structures of proteinic and polynucleotide macromolecules has been deposited
in the Protein Data Bank, amongst other public databases. However, in many cases the
resolution of the structure is really low (above 3.0 Å) and the coordinates of some atoms
of the macromolecule can be missing or simply ’wrong’ assigned. This is why, it is recom-
mended to spend enough time to improve the initial model of our system. Do not forget that
MD simulations are fully deterministic. For small organic molecules it is worthy to check
The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD). In the case of Thy, we will take the Cartesian
coordinates from the entry ASABEB. Complementary, the initial structure cab be drawn ad
hoc using molecular viewers like GaussView, Molden, PyMOL, VMD or using viewers online
like MolView.

2. Parametrization of force �eld parameters of all the atoms/molecules of the system.
The protocol to follow at this step is speci�c for each of the MD simulation softwares, although
the optimization of the geometry of all the molecules to be parametrized with QM calculations
is a common �rst task. In Amber, all the tools to parametrize the di�erent chemical entities
and generate the topology �les are integrated in AmberTools. As outcome, a list of atom
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types, point charges and other parameters as harmonic force constants and reference
values for bonds and angles, amongst others.

3. Generating the topology �le (.FRCMOD). The topology of the system is just a �le con-
taining all the former force �eld parameters computed in step 2. For our system of study, not
only for the solute (i.e. small organic molecule, protein, DNA, ...) but also for the solvent and
counter ions. In addition, the dimensions of the simulation box are also contained.

4. Running the MD simulation. For a given topology �le (aka. a particular chemical system)
di�erent tastes of MD simulation can be now o�ered.

5. Analysis of the results. Finally, we need numbers. Depending on our scienti�c question,
we shall measure root-mean squared distances (RMSd), distances, energies, ...

WHAT FOR? The e�ect the environment exerts on the electronic energy levels (relative energies
strenghts) of Thy will be evaluated. In addition, the dynamics of the chromophore will be also
discussed. To do this, we will split our session into three parts:

• In PART 1, we are going to get the input geometry of Thy and parametrize this nucleobase
within Amber.

• In PART 2, you will simulate Thy for 100 ps using classical MD simulations (system A).

• In PART 3, system B have been previously simulated by us and you can �nd in the folder
Part3/2_MD_DNA 10 ns of this simulation. In both parts 2 and 3, you are going to analyze these
trajectories to compute the number of water molecules around Thy, its hydrogen-bonding
pattern, ...

PART 1: Parametrization of small molecules in Amber

As we said in the talk of this morning, the use of force �elds (simple mathematical functions that
connect the intrinsic molecular features of a systems with its potential energy) is the key in the
simulation of chemical systems under ’complex’ and heterogenous media:

Etotal =
∑
bonds

kr (r−req)
2+

∑
anдles

kθ (θ−θeq)
2 +

∑
dihedrals

Vn
2
[1+cos(nϕ−γ )]+

∑
i<j

[
Ai j

R12
i j
−
Bi j

R6
i j
+
qiqj

ϵRi j

]
where the three �rst terms correspond to bonded terms and the last sum to the non-bonded terms.

In AMBER, all the parameters that are needed to solve the former Eq., are distributed into di�erent
�les:

• OFF library �le (.lib). Located in the directory $AMBERHOME/dat/leap/lib. These �les are
used to describe the connectivity, atom type and point charges of amino acids, nucleotides
or carbohydrates that are connected as building blocks to build proteins and nucleic acids,
respectively. For instance, in the .lib �le the connectivity between units is also de�ned (head
and tail).
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• Parameter modi�cation (FRCMOD) �le (.frcmod). File that contains all the parameters
that are needed for getting the energy using the force �eld equation. It contains sections for
the bond stretching, angle bending, dihedrals, impropers and coulombic and van der Waals
interactions. By default, all these �les are contained in the folder $AMBERHOME/dat/leap/-
parm.

• PREP �le (.prep). Speci�c �le for new (organic) molecules in the force �eld. Usually used
for small organic molecules. Contains almost the same information as the lib �les.

In the case of Thy, we are going to treat it as a new organic molecule within the force �eld. Thus,
we will need to get an initial 3D structure of Thy, optimize it using a semiempirical approach with
the program SQM, and generate both PREP and FRCMOD �les with antechamber and parmchk2,
respectively. All programs are contained in AmberTools.

Format of a parameter modification (FRCMOD) file

A FRCMOD �le contains the following parts:

1. Mass. Every atom type is listed with its atomic mass (atomic units) and atomic polizability
(Å3).

2. Bonds. It includes the bond de�nition (1), the force constant (2, kcal mol−1 Å−2) and the
reference value for the bond distance (3, Å).

3. Angles. Same as before (constant and reference value) but referred to the angle stretching
(degree).

4. Dihedrals. In the �rst column is speci�ed the dihedral angle (1, degree), a divider which
splits the torsion term into individual contributions for so many pair of atoms involved in
the torsion (2), the barrier term (3, kcal mol−1), the phase (4, degree) and periodicity (5,
integer). A negative value for the periodicity indicates that there is additional terms for this
connectivity. This is, repeated dihedral angles.

5. Improper. Similar to the de�nition of the dihedral angles but now the periodicity for the
impropers is always 2. The speci�ed columns are: improper (1), barrier (2) and phase (3).

Structure of a PREP file

The PREP �le contains the following information (Figure 3):

1. Header. It contains a line for comments and the de�nition of the name of the residue (23T
in the example).

2. List of atoms. It is constituted by 11 columns: atom id (1), atom label (2), atom type (3),
connectivity type (4), connectivity tree (5-7; all atoms referred to the three initial dummy
atoms), internal coordinates (8-10) and point charges (11).

3. Loops. If the system has a ring, a loop de�ne between which atoms the ring closes.

4. Impropers. The out-of-plane torsional terms are also speci�ed in the PREP �le.
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…

Figure 3: Detail of a PREP �le.

Check in the following link the description of a PREP �le. Do you want to know more? Visit
chapter 15 (p. 272) of the manual of AMBER22 to get a deeper description of the FRCMOD �les.
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Task 3: Parametrization of Thy

1. Open a terminal and enter to the folder 00_Structure; run PyMOL:

1 > cd ./Part1/00_Structure
2 > pymol

2. Click on the Builder module of PyMOL and insert a phenyl ring. Modify the structure
by inserting the two oxygens, two nitrogens with their hydrogens, and the methyl
group. Save a PDB �le with the name Thy.guess.pdb by typing in the PyMOL
command line:

1 PyMOL> save Thy.guess.pdb, obj01

3. Open a second terminal and edit the �le Thy.guess.pdb. To do this, you can use vi.
We will name each of the atoms as shown in this script. Remove the CONNECT lines
too. Save the new �le as Thy.edited.pdb. Close PyMOL.

4. The geometry we have prepared needs to be optimized by �rst principles. This can
be done with an external program like Orca or Gaussian. However, AmberTools
counts with the program SMQ. With it, we can run geometry optimizations using
semiempirical methods. In particular, we are going to use Austin Model-1 (AM1) as
part of the point charge derivatization scheme AM1-BCC.

5. Change of directory and type the following:

1 > cd ../01_antechamber
2 > antechamber -fi pdb -fo prepi -i ../00_Structure/Thy.edited.pdb -o Thy.prep -at

AMBER -c bcc -rn THY -nc 0
3 > antechamber -fi prep -fo pdb -i Thy.prep -o Thy.prep.pdb

6. The �rst operation will take few seconds and you will see on the screen how sqm is
running on the back:

1 > Welcome to antechamber 19.0: molecular input file processor.
2

3 acdoctor mode is on: check and diagnose problems in the input file.
4 -- Check Format for pdb File --
5 Status: pass
6 -- Check Unusual Elements --
7 Status: pass
8 ...
9 acdoctor mode has completed checking the input file.

10

11 Info: Total number of electrons: 66; net charge: 0
12

13 Running: /Users/pas/miniconda/bin/sqm -O -i sqm.in -o sqm.out

7. The �le Thy.prep may have been generated. Take a look inside.

8. Finally, we will generate the FRCMOD �le from the PREP �le by typing:

1 > parmchk2 -f prepi -i Thy.prep -o Thy.frcmod
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We have prepared the two �les that we will need to build our system for the simulation:
Thy.prep and Thy.frcmod. In addition to that, we will read the �le that was generated on the back,
NEWPDB.pdb as the input structure for the next step. Do you guess why? TIPP: atom labelling.

PART 2: MD simulation of Thy in a box of water molecules

Generation of topology file PRMTOP

Once we count with the 3D coordinates for THY and the two parameter �les, we can setup our
system. The program that is used to build any chemical system in Amber is called LEaP. A graphical
representation of the work�ow of �les in tLEaP (command line version of LEaP) is shown in (Figure
3). As input �les, a PDB of the system, the force �eld parameters of the system (i.e. THY.prep and
THY.frcmod �les in our case), and the force �eld parameters for solvent and counterions. The latter
�les are provided within AMBER and can be found in $AMBERHOME/dat/leap/parm. As example,
in the following box you can see an example of an input for tLeAP.

tLEaP
PDB of the system

$USERHOME
Non-standard 

force field 
parameters 

(PREP, FRCMOD) $AMBERHOME
standard force field 

parameters (FRCMOD, LIB)
solvent, counterions

PRMTOP (topology)
INPCRD (coordinates)antechamber parmchk2

Figure 4: Input and output �les in tLEaP.
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Task 4: Setting up of THY in a box of OPC water molecules

1. Open a terminal, go to the folder 01_tleap in Part2, and create the �le tleap_THY.in:

1 > cd ./Part2/01_tleap
2 > vi tleap_THY.in
3 source leaprc.protein.ff19SB
4 source leaprc.water.opc
5 source leaprc.DNA.bsc1
6 loadamberprep ../../Part1/02_antechamber/THY.prep
7 loadamberparams ../../Part1/02_antechamber/THY.frcmod
8 thy = loadPDB ../../Part1/02_antechamber/THY.prep.pdb
9 check thy

10 SolvateBox thy OPCBOX 12 1.2
11 addionsrand thy Na+ 0
12 addionsrand thy Cl- 0
13 SaveAmberParm thy THY.top THY.crd
14 SavePDB thy THY.leap.pdb
15 quit

2. Execute tleap in the terminal:

1 > tleap -f tleap_THY.in

3. Check that you created the �les THY.top (topology) and THY.crd (initial conditions)
in your folder.

Now we are ready to go for running our �rst MD simulation in this session.
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Task 5: MD simulation of Thy in a box of TIP3P water molecules

1. Open a terminal (Activities > Terminal) and type:

cd ./Part2/03_MD_THY

2. You should be now in the directory for running the MD simulation of Thy. You should
have the following �les in this directory:

A_MD.sh, �rst script for running the MD simulation

B_MDanalysis.sh, second script to analyze the MD simulation

C_MDvisualize.sh, third script to plot and visualize the system in PyMOL

3. Run the MD simulation by executing the �rst of the scripts (to do this, you should
type without any space before the name of the script ./):

1 > ./A_MD.sh

You will be asked to provide the name of the system. Type THY. After that, the magic
will start to work behind the curtain. In total, the MD simulation will take ca. 8 min
to be completed. On the screen the status of each of the steps (min, heating, eq1, eq2
and production) will be printed. If you want to know about what it happening in the
terminal, do not be shy and take a look at one tutorial of Amber in this link.

4. Once the MD simulation is done (the sentence MD simulation completed. Well done!
will be printed on the screen), you can run now the analysis of the MD simulation
executing the second script:

1 > ./B_MDanalysis.sh

A new folder named mdanalysis will be generated.

5. Finally, run the third script to visualize the results:

1 > ./C_MDvisualize.sh

A new folder named mdanalysis will be created and a PyMOL session as well as a PDF
will pop up. In the PyMOL session you should have some distances highlighted. Play
to see how the molecule moves. In the PDF �le, you have the evolution in the 100
ps of MD simulation of some parameters. Check the following part to see what have
been measured.

Analysis of the MD simulation

We have use the program cpptraj (old version: ptraj; emerging version: pytraj) to carried out the
analysis. In particular, we have measured:

1. Some bonds distances (Å) to compare with the values of the QM optimized structure. In
particular, we have measured four distances:
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• dist1: carbonyl bond C2=O7

• dist2: carbonyl bond C4=O8

• dist3: nitrogen N1 - hydrogen H1

• dist4: nitrogen N3 - hydrogen H3

2. Root-mean squared distance (Å) of Thy along the MD simulation. RMSd measures the
deviation of a target set of coordinates (i.e. a structure) from a reference set of coordinates.
Thus, a value of RMSd=0.0 Å indicates a perfect overlap between the structures that are
compared. The de�nition of RMSd is:

RMSd =

√∑N
i=0[mi (xi−yi )2]

M

where N is the total number of atoms,mi is the mass of atom i, xi is the coordinate vector
for target atom i, yi is the coordinate vector for reference atom i, and M is the total mass. If
the RMSD is not mass-weighted, allmi = 1 and M = N.

3. The size of the water shell around Thy at 3.6 Å (lower water shell) and 5.0 Å (upper water
shell). In this case, the de�nition was based on the oxygen atoms of WAT.

4. The number of hydrogen bonds of Thy with the water molecules of the environment.

5. The radial distribution of water molecules around Thy. For computing it, we have selected
the oxygen atoms of the WAT molecules.

Task 6: Analysis of the MD simulation of Thy in box of water molecules

1. Questions For dist1-dist4, which are the distances that vary the less? Tip: we de�ned
ntc=2 in our MD simulation (see p. 341 of the manual).

2. What do you think about a value of RMSd under 0.5 Å for Thy?

3. How many water molecules can you �nd at 3.6 Å and at 5.0 Å from Thy in solution?

4. How many of them form a hydrogen bond with Thy? To get more accurate information,
you can check the �le all .UV .avд.dat inside the directory mdanalysis (i.e. by typing
in the terminal less ./mdanalysis/all .UV .avд.dat ).

5. How ’large’ is the hydration shell around Thy? At which distance does the water
molecules from the bulk solvent start?

PART 3: MD simulation of dsDNA in a box of water molecules

For the second system (DNA), we shall use now a dsDNA structure as input �le. We are not going
to prepare the system with tleap but you can �nd the input �le for initial structure in the folder
00_Structure and the tleap input �le in 01_tleap. We are going to analyze the results that are
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contained on the folder Part3/02MDDNA. In total, the system was simulated for 10 ns. The idea is
that you select the Thy to analyze in the dynamics in the similar way you did with Thy in water.

Task 7: Analysis of the MD simulation of dsDNA in box of water molecules

1. In a terminal, type

1 > cd

2. Type then:

1 > cd ./Part3/02_MD_DNA

In this folder you shall �nd all the �les of the MD simulation in the directory mddata
as well as the scripts for the analysis and visualization.

3. Analysis Run the analysis by executing

1 > ./A_MDanalysis.sh

You will be asked to provide an even number (2, 4, ..., 22, 24) for the Thy to analyze.

4. After the analysis, you can visualize the results by typing in the terminal

1 > ./B_MDvisualize.sh

5. Check the evolution of the former distances dist1-dist4 in your nucleobases. What
happens now with dist4? Do you see other relevant interactions for Thy?

6. How many water molecules you can �nd at 3.6 Å and at 5.0 Å from Thy in solution?

7. How many of them form a hydrogen bond with Thy? To get more accurate information,
you can check the �le all .UV .avд.dat inside the directory mdanalysis (i.e. by typing
in the terminal less ./mdanalysis/all .UV .avд.dat ).

8. How ’large’ is the hydration shell around Thy? At which distance do the water
molecules from the bulk solvent start?

Further biobliography

• Course: Introduction to Protein Structure. URL: www.coursera.org

• RCSB PDB-101: Molecular explorations through biology and medicine. Educational portal of
the PDB. URL: pdb101.rcsb.org

• Atlas of Macromolecules, Eric Martz. URL: http://bioinformatics.org/molvis/atlas/atlas.htm

• Linux/Unix Command Line Cheat Sheet
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• vi Cheat Sheet
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